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Book Reviews

Xiaoyu Pu, Rebranding China: contested status signaling in the changing global
order, Palo Alto, Stanford University Press, 2019, ISBN-9781503606838 (hbk),
$65.00, 176 pp.

Analysts writing about the future of today’s international order sometimes
assume that China’s sensitivity to international position makes it an especially
dangerous rising power (see e.g. Allison 2017; Pillsbury 2015). Xiaoyu Pu’s
Rebranding China: Contested Status Signaling in the Changing Global Order offers a
useful corrective to this prominent narrative. Pu highlights a point that is eas-
ily overlooked in work on how status dynamics influence great power politics:
rising powers have complex incentives, some of which push toward hiding or
deemphasizing claims to higher status. China, Pu shows, does not uniformly
demand a more prestigious position in the world, or act as a status maximizer.

Rebranding China begins with a short introductory chapter that highlights
the book’s animating puzzle and its contributions. The second chapter devel-
ops the book’s theoretical framework, and the third chapter provides an over-
view of the different pressures and incentives that China faces as it manages
its international status. Chapters 4–6 are in-depth case studies that illustrate
the theory developed in Chapter 2, and Chapter 7 concludes by highlighting
the book’s implications for Sino-American relations and for future research on
status in world politics.

Other authors have grappled with the dilemma at the core of Rebranding
China – that status-seeking may involve difficult tradeoffs (e.g. Mercer 2017;
Renshon 2017; Ward 2017). However, Pu’s theoretical and conceptual approach
is distinct in two ways. First, it is rooted in the concept of ‘status signaling’.
When states engage in status signaling, they communicate to various audiences
about the position they want to occupy in the international order. This is dif-
ferent from status seeking, according to Pu, because it accommodates the pos-
sibility that a state might communicate that it wants to occupy a lower position
in the world (12). States can engage in status signaling in four ways. They can
pursue conspicuous consumption, which in Pu’s analysis often involves the
acquisition or display of military power; they can fight for status; they can
engage in conspicuous giving, which involves the provision of public goods as
a way of garnering favor and performing the role of a leader within a particu-
lar community; or they can engage in ‘spinning’, which involves deploying
narratives about the state’s role in the world that emphasize some aspects and
deemphasize others (23–26).

Second, Pu develops a framework that links different kinds of status signals
to different audiences. When China sends assertive signals that it has ambi-
tions for higher status – as when it engages in acts conspicuous consumption –

these are typically aimed at domestic audiences. Conspicuous giving is often
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aimed at regional actors among whom China wants to establish its position as
a benevolent leader. Spinning is typically aimed at Washington as a way of
calming concerns about China’s ability and ambition to challenge the status
quo (Chapter 3).

Pu’s analysis leads him to the conclusion that most work on US–China rela-
tions – especially that rooted in status dynamics – is unduly pessimistic.
Accounts that dwell on the prospect of Sino-American rivalry and even war as
China continues to rise are, according to Pu, either incomplete or inaccurate.
They ignore the incentives that China has to moderate its status ambitions, the
possibility of pursuing status in system-reinforcing ways, the high cost of major
power war in the modern era, and the fact that public signals of Chinese status
dissatisfaction are primarily intended for domestic consumption. These kinds of
accounts are also based on inappropriate comparisons with revisionist rising
powers from the first half of the 20th century – from which cases, Pu argues, we
cannot learn much about contemporary China (107).

These are important points. At the same time, Pu’s own analysis suffers
from two significant oversights: he too easily dismisses the possibility that sta-
tus dynamics may contribute to violent conflict in the modern era; and he
largely ignores the critical role of recognition in his treatment of status signal-
ing. Taking these elements seriously suggests that negotiating the international
status politics implicated by China’s rise may be significantly more fraught
than Rebranding China lets on.

From status dissatisfaction to war

The typology of status signaling strategies that Pu develops in Chapter 2
includes four distinct behaviors: conspicuous consumption, fighting, conspicu-
ous giving, and spinning. Though it is not obvious that these categories fully
or consistently describe and distinguish between the variety of ways in which
states might communicate about their preferred status positions, they do cap-
ture some interesting variation to which existing models are blind. This is par-
ticularly true in the case of spinning – the various ways in which states hide
or downplay their status ambitions have not been subject to much attention.

But Rebranding China only thoroughly analyzes three of these kinds of
behaviors: fighting is left out because, Pu argues, it has little relevance for sta-
tus politics in the modern era. This is because today – presumably due to nor-
mative and technological changes – there is ‘a lesser threat of a great power
war’ than was the case in prior eras. Rising states thus have ‘three strategies
remaining for demonstrating their status on the world stage: conspicuous con-
sumption, conspicuous giving, and strategic spinning’ (26).

Pu may be right that major war appears costlier to leaders today than it did in,
say, the 1930s. But this does not, in my view, mean that we can safely eliminate
fighting as a viable means of status signaling, or that we can dismiss the possibil-
ity that the dynamics activated by efforts to jockey for status in the modern world
may lead to war. For one thing, there is not necessarily any reason to assume that
great powers have to fight wars against other great powers to assert claims to
higher status. A great deal of recent work has investigated the link between status
dissatisfaction and war, and these studies posit that states sometimes fight more
limited wars – or wars against weaker states – as ways of staking or defending
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positional claims (Renshon 2017; Barnhart 2017). Just because a Sino-American
war over status seems unthinkable today thus does not mean that fighting has
necessarily disappeared as a status management strategy.

Another limitation is that Pu’s analysis is at least implicitly informed by a
rationalist decision-making model. China’s leadership chooses signals on the basis
of what it calculates will produce the most beneficial responses from different
audiences. Thus, conspicuous consumption is aimed at nationalist domestic audi-
ences; conspicuous giving is intended to curry favor among regional audiences;
and spinning is intended to reassure audiences in Washington. Since fighting is
prohibitively costly in the modern era, it falls out of this analysis.

But links between status dissatisfaction and conflict do not have to be
rooted in the calculations of instrumentally rational leaders about the costs
and benefits of fighting. They may also implicate cognitive, emotional, or
domestic political pressures that fall outside the scope of Pu’s analysis.

Pu’s treatment of Beijing’s domestic political imperatives highlights this
issue. One of the mistakes that existing work on Chinese status seeking makes,
according to Rebranding China, is to assume that China is ‘desperate’ for status.
In fact, Pu emphasizes, China’s status is ‘relatively secure’ (102). When Beijing
signals that it wants higher status – when it engages in conspicuous consump-
tion – it is not actually signaling that it is dissatisfied with its status. Rather, it
is taking steps aimed at accommodating the demands of nationalist domestic
audiences that suffer from an insecurity rooted in part in the legacy of the
‘century of humiliation’. The point of highlighting this distinction, for Pu, is to
establish that the signals that analysts often interpret as evidence of Chinese
status sensitivity do not actually reflect real ambitions – they are merely part of
a domestic political performance whose purpose is to bolster the regime’s legit-
imacy. Failing to recognize this reality contributes to ‘overblown’ concerns
about ‘a new Chinese hegemony’ (103).

But the situation that Pu describes is actually not all that different from the
dynamics that drove historical rising powers to challenge international order
in reckless ways. In Wilhelmine Germany, Imperial Japan, and Weimar
Germany, relatively cautious elites (like Theobald von Bethmann-Hollwegg,
Shidehara Kijuro, and Gustav Stresemann) were aware of and attempted to fol-
low the strategic incentives that they had to act in ways that signaled that their
states had moderate, limited ambitions. But they coexisted alongside domestic
audiences (and other elites) whose more acute concerns about national status
complicated the moderates’ efforts. In these infamous cases, the hardliners
ultimately came to dominate foreign policy – with obviously disastrous conse-
quences (see Ward 2017, Chapters 3–5). Of course, China may not follow a
similar path. But the fact that Chinese status sensitivity is primarily a domestic
political phenomenon does not necessarily make it benign, render it incapable
of deeply influencing Beijing’s foreign policy, or mean that it cannot contribute
to rivalry and conflict.

The role of signal reception

A related set of ambiguities involves Pu’s treatment of how various audiences
react to status signals. The analysis in Rebranding China is built upon a conven-
tional definition of status: status refers to a state’s position in an international
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hierarchy, and its acquisition and possession depend ultimately upon how
relevant others behave toward claimants (18). In other words, status cannot be
taken unilaterally – actors have to be granted status by being treated in ways
consistent with their aspirational role or position. This element – which
authors typically refer to as status ascription, accommodation, or recognition –

is part of what makes status such a rich source of conflict (for an overview,
see Ward forthcoming).

While Pu’s definition of status follows this convention, recognition plays
very little role in Rebranding China’s analysis. For one thing, the concept of sta-
tus signaling itself appears to minimize the importance of recognition. Pu
defines status signaling as a state’s effort to communicate to other actors about
the status position that it wants to occupy. This is distinct from the more com-
mon concept of status seeking in a number of ways, one of which Pu does not
highlight. Status seeking involves efforts to shift the beliefs of relevant others
about the status position that a state deserves to occupy (Renshon 2016,
525–526). This points toward an important source of conflict: what happens
when a state’s efforts to shift the beliefs of others are unsuccessful? What if the
status seeker fails to convince relevant others that it deserves higher status,
and its expectations (in terms of treatment) are violated?

This dilemma is largely absent from Pu’s model. Status signaling faces a
significantly lower barrier than status seeking. A state does not, for instance,
have to convince audiences that it deserves higher status, only that it wants
higher status. Thus, for Pu, the demands of insecure domestic nationalists can
be satisfied by performances of conspicuous consumption (like parades, or the
construction of aircraft carriers). But if nationalist domestic audiences truly
care about status, then they should also care about recognition, as well as the
state’s reaction to foreign treatment. Does it appear that foreign actors are tak-
ing China’s acts of conspicuous consumption seriously and reacting with
appropriate levels of deference? If not, what else might domestic audiences
demand Beijing do? In short, a theoretical framework for understanding status
dynamics that takes recognition seriously implies a much more difficult prob-
lem than Pu depicts in Rebranding China.

Ambiguities related to signal reception also raise questions about Pu’s ana-
lysis of strategic spinning. States engage in strategic spinning when they nar-
rate the role they play (or seek) in the world in ways that that emphasize or
highlight some elements and characteristics and downplay others.
Contemporary Chinese leaders use strategic spinning to emphasize their rela-
tive weakness and the limits of their ambitions as a way of reassuring other
actors and shirking global governance responsibilities. This is all sensible, and
the attention Pu pays to the incentives rising powers have to hide their ambi-
tions and capabilities constitutes a valuable contribution. But Pu never
adequately explains how, exactly, spinning works. Why should the target of the
signal believe Beijing’s spin? Pu himself notes that spinning – which he con-
ceives as primarily verbal – constitutes a form of ‘costless signaling’ (89). There
are, of course, ways of thinking about how communicative action functions
that can make sense of ‘cheap talk’ (see, e.g. Risse 2000; Bially Mattern 2005;
Jackson 2006). But Pu does not ground his framework in these kinds of para-
digms: instead, he stipulates that ‘signals are most likely to broadcast credible
and reliable information when they are costly to the signaler to the point that
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a different kind of actor would be unable or unwilling to make them’ (20).
Thus Rebranding China’s own analysis of what makes signals effective implies
that foreign audiences may not (and perhaps should not) take ‘strategic spin-
ning’ seriously. This raises unanswered questions about why leaders in Beijing
engage in strategic spinning, how they expect it to work (if indeed they do),
and why it matters at all. It also raises the possibility that this sort of signaling
might actually exacerbate suspicion among the target audience and provoke
indignation within the spinner, and thereby constitute a source of conflict.
There is, in short, much left cryptic about spinning as status signaling, and
more attention to the dynamics of signal reception might have resulted in a
more persuasive – but perhaps substantively different – picture.

Rebranding China sets out to debunk the notion that the rising China is des-
perately – even recklessly – committed to improving its status in the world.
The book’s greatest success is to remind readers of an important point that is
sometimes overlooked: rising powers have complex incentives, some of which
point toward reassuring or even system-strengthening behavior. Still, Pu’s ana-
lysis may be too sanguine: international status politics involve far more than
the signals leaders choose to send. The dynamics that Rebranding China down-
plays complicate the picture of China’s rise in potentially dangerous ways.
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Leadership and responsibilities: ideational sources of China’s great
power emergence

China under Xi Jinping has pursued a much more active and assertive foreign
policy. Moving closer to the center of the global stage, China faces rising back-
lashes from some established powers, especially the United States. The Trump
Administration’s National Security Strategy has identified China as a
‘revisionist power’ that challenges U.S. interests and values (White House
2017). A long-term strategic question is: will China have the intention and
capabilities to replace the U.S. as a new global leader? To address a crucial
question like this, only evaluating China’s power is not enough. An equally
important question is how China will use its growing power. Two recent
books, published by scholars inside and outside of China, provide complemen-
tary and insightful analyses on the topic. Leadership and the rise of great powers
is written by Yan Xuetong, a distinguished professor and dean of the institute
of international relations at Tsinghua University in Beijing. A realist scholar
with provocative and innovative ideas, Yan is widely regarded as one of the
most influential strategic thinkers in China. China’s global identity is written by
Hoo Tiang Boon, an Oxford-trained scholar teaching at Nanyang Technological
University in Singapore. Hoo has published widely on contemporary Chinese
foreign policy.

Continuing the tradition of Yan’s previous book (Yan 2013), Leadership and
the rise of great powers borrows ideas from ancient Chinese philosophers to
enrich contemporary international relations theorizing. A major strength of
Yan’s new book is its theoretical boldness and innovation. Smoothly engaging
Western mainstream international relations theories with traditional Chinese
political philosophy, Yan has moved forward Chinese international relations
theorizing in a significant way. Downplaying the uniqueness of Chinese histor-
ical cases and Chinese political philosophy, Yan emphasizes that he tries to
provide a universally valid theoretical framework. This new book is also theor-
etically more coherent than his earlier book. Through theoretical conceptualiza-
tion and deduction, Yan tries to build a moral-realist theory that could be
useful in explaining the rise of great powers. The first two chapters focus on
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